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4. Joint Pathway Analysis

The Joint Pathway Analysis module of MetaboAnalyst has added multiple enhancements for Version 5.

Highlights:

- Added support for an additional 22 model organisms.

- A weighted Z-tests based joint pathway analysis algorithm has been developed to address the issue of genes 

overwhelming integrated pathway analysis results.

- Multiple integration strategies have been implemented to further enhance the functional interpretation of omics data.

- Support integration for both targeted and untargeted metabolomics.



● Joint Pathway Analysis is based on weighted integration. The weight strategy for different ‘universes’ (“transcriptomics 

data universe” and “metabolomics data universe”) are performed with a weighted z-test. The weighted z-test is proposed 

for combination analysis by Dmitri V. Zaykin and leveraged here for the weighted integration of different datasets with 

significantly different sizes. Here we specifically prepared a figure to clearly illustrate the mechanism of this weighted 

integration of different Omics-data in MetaboAnalyst below.

4.0 Knowledge & Background

https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1420-9101.2011.02297.x


4.0 Knowledge & Background

Specifically, different weights are assigned based on the proportion of genes and metabolites in the specific ‘omics

‘universes’ to balance the influence from the different sizes of the ‘omics inputs upon the integrated pathway results. The

adjusted P value is estimated with a weighted Z-test as below,
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Where wi is the weights of the P values of genes or compounds within individual omics

"universe" or "pathway space", respectively; Zi is the Z score of the corresponding P values of single

omics data, usually, Zi = Φ−1(1 −Pi); Pi is the P values from the enrichment analysis above; Φ denote

the standard normal cumulative distribution function.



4.1 Start Joint Pathway Analysis

Click here to 
start



4.2 Integration of genes/proteins 

with compounds



4.2.1 Data Upload (genes and compounds)

1. Copy and paste your 
list of genes and 

metabolites.

2. Specify the ID type.

3. Click “Submit” to 
upload the data.

TIP: The Fold change is 

optional. The titles of the 

2 columns need to start 

with ‘#’.



4.2.2 Name Matching Results

Results of the name 
mapping of the 
uploaded gene / 

metabolite data to 
MetaboAnalyst’s 

internal databases. 
Scroll down and click 
“Submit” to continue.



4.2.3 Parameter Selection

1. Select whether to use only 
metabolic pathways, all 

pathways, metabolite-only or 
gene-only pathways.

2. Next, decide on algorithm 
parameters such as how to 

combine the gene / 
metabolite data and how to 

score important nodes.

3. Scroll down and click 
“Submit” to perform the 
Joint Pathway Analysis.

TIP: Please carefully 

read the instructions of 

the different options of 

algorithms before 

submitting your data.



4.2.4 Integration Results

Scatterplot 
summary of 

pathway analysis 
results. Double-click 
a node to view the 

corresponding KEGG 
pathway.

Link to the KEGG 
database of the 

specific pathway.

View the pathway 
matching details 
by clicking the 
Match Status.



4.3 Integration of genes/proteins 

with MS peaks



4.3.1 Data Upload (genes and MS peaks)

Change the metabolomics type 
as ’Untargeted (Peak list)’

A peak list must be 
uploaded here

Click Submit to 
Proceed



4.3.2 Name Matching and peaks processing

Results of the name 
mapping of the 

uploaded gene to 
MetaboAnalyst’s 

internal database, and 
peaks processing 

results are shown in 
this page. Click 

“Proceed” to continue.



4.3.3 Parameter Setting

Configure the 
parameters from this 

box. Click “Proceed” to 
continue.

TIP1: Pathway Library include two 

options. ‘Metabolic Pathways’ refers 

to the pathways include both genes 

and compounds, while ‘All Pathways’ 

also includes the pathways have 

containing genes only.

TIP2: P value cut-off is 

estimated automatically 

as the top 10% 

significant peaks.



4.3.4 Integration Results

The result page is similar to 
4.2.4. Different from the 

compounds uplaoding, the 
matched peaks will be shown in 

dark blue. The result label is 
showing the putative adduct for 

this peaks.



If you have any questions please read through the FAQs or contact us at 

Zhiqiang.pang[at]xialab.ca or Jeff.xia[at]xialab.ca

Thanks


